The Hain Celestial Group (Nasdaq: HAIN), headquartered in Lake Success, NY, is a leading natural and organic food and personal care products company in North America and Europe.

Hain Celestial participates in almost all natural food categories with well-known brands that include:

- Alba Botanica®
- Arrowhead Mills®
- Avalon Organics®
- Beoards™
- BluePrint®
- Boston’s™
- Candle Cafe®
- Casbah®
- DeBoles®
- Celestial Seasonings®
- Dream™
- Earth’s Best®
- Ella’s Kitchen®
- Freebird®
- Garden of Eatin®
- GGF® Unique Fiber
- Gluten Free Café®
- Hain Pure Foods®
- Health Valley®
- Hollywood®
- Imagine®
- JASON®
- MaraNatha®
- Nile Spice®
- Plainville Farms®
- Queen Helene®
- Rudi’s Organic Bakery®
- Sensible Portions®
- Spectrum®
- SunSpire®
- Terra®
- The Greek Gods®
- Walnut Acres Organic®
- Westbrake Natural®
- WestBoy®
- Yves® Veggie Cuisine
- Zia® Natural Skincare
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Our Mission

Stand up for healthy eating and safe personal care for all Americans by offering our organic and natural products to more families – where they already shop, at prices that make sense.

Cultivate our organic and natural brands while maintaining local production to nurture the most extensive selection of delicious foods, beverages and effective personal care products.

Follow environmentally responsible manufacturing practices that reduce our global footprint year after year. Never test on animals.

Honor the communities that we touch through ethical ingredient sourcing and charitable initiatives.

Ensure the success of our spirited Hain Celestial employees by empowering them to help shape our principles and values.

Who We Are

History

Founder’s Message
Since 1993, Hain Celestial has been dedicated to making healthier food and personal care products accessible to everyone, at places they already shop and at prices that make sense.
When I started the company in 1993, I knew that the choice to eat more wholesome foods and live a healthier lifestyle wasn’t a fad or a trend. It’s a transformation people want to make for the long term.

At Hain Celestial, our amazing team is helping bring that dream to life by making it easier for regular people around the world to adopt healthier lifestyles through the foods they eat and the personal care products they use. Our goal is simply to offer terrific brands and innovative, natural and organic products wherever it’s easy to shop and always at prices that make sense. As farming, dietary and testing technology changes, we feel it’s equally important to stand up as leaders in our community on important topics such as GMO labeling, sodium and sugar intake, and animal testing.

So think of this website as more than a list of brands and products. I hope you’ll use it to to create a Healthier Way of Life™ for you and your family.

Sincerely,

Irwin D. Simon